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Turkey: here we go again 

The removal of N. Agbal, Turkey’s Central Bank governor 

by President R. Erdogan has led to renewed tensions on 

Turkey assets: tumble of Turkish Lira (USD/TRY at 8% 

between March 19 and 22nd), pressures on stock markets 

(-9.8% on March 22nd on Borsa Instanbul), higher 

borrowing costs (+52bp on March 22nd on 10-year 

interest rate). Highlighted by our tools as particularly 

vulnerable, the Turkish outlook has clearly worsened, 

with only two options left: either the short-term episode 

of worsening financial conditions gives way, once again, 

to a new policy reversal or the pursuit of heterodox 

policies leads to some sort of capital controls. 

Turkey was one among the few countries to post 

positive GDP growth in 2020, at +1.8%. The combination 

of early stimulus and monetary and credit expansion 

supported the economic activity rebound since 2020Q3. 

While this policy response exacerbated pre-existing 

vulnerabilities, the November shift toward a more 

orthodox economic policy and massive increase in 

interest rates (+875bp in successive moves) was 

perceived as a positive signal towards more policy 

credibility. 

The combination of economic recovery and policy pivot 

was a positive step toward normalization (TRY positive 

performance, reversal in capital flows/FX reserves), but 

risks remained large (elevated FX borrowing 

requirements, low usable FX reserves, high inflation, 

increasing dollarization); this was reflected both by a 

high Country-Risk Premium and a substantial sensitivity 

to the current Post-Covid transition (most affected 

10Key EM in our Covid-19 adjustment measure).  

The weekend decision to remove the Central Bank’s 

Governor just days after a hike in policy rate marks 

another swing in economic policy direction and 

highlights the critical but antagonistic role of interest 

rates for Turkey. On one side, the Turkish economy is 

highly sensitive to levels of interest rate, reflecting a 

large investment effort and high credit leverage. On the 

other side, the external funding structure of Turkey is 

structurally weak (current account deficit, substantial 

amortization and need for roll-over of FX debt, notably 

by corporates), implying the necessity to attract capital 

inflows and therefore keep interest rates high enough. 

The recent policy aiming at price/currency stabilization 

through inflows of capital attracted by high interest 

rates and an orthodox monetary policy would have a 

negative impact on economic expansion, hence was 

considered too costly in political terms by President R. 

Erdogan. This brings us back to August 2018, when a 

similar policy swing caused sharp financial adjustments, 

Turkish Lira depreciation and the resulting tightening in 

overall financial conditions, finally leading to an 

economic recession. 

This time again, Turkey’s FX liquidity is acutely tight, 

thus limiting the plausible options. At almost 450% of 

FX reserves, FX requirements can be met only with 

consistent and massive roll-over of ST debt obligations 

or access to markets’ funding. In the current context of 

acute policy uncertainty in Turkey and rising US bond 

yields, this will prove very challenging. 
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Two broad scenarios for the coming months appear 

plausible:  

1. Like in bungee jumping, the immediate financial 

pressures, likely acceleration in inflation and risks 

of an economic crash could impose rapidly 

another U-turn in monetary policies in order to 

stabilize the Turkish Lira in free fall because of 

clearly insufficient forex reserves (usable liquid 

forex reserves might amount to $25-30bn, 

excluding gold and borrowing through so-called 

swap agreements). It would be associated with 

regional (Qatar) or international (EU, even IMF?) 

support. It would entail a short but large decline in 

economic activity and a progressive stabilization in 

inflationary pressures. 

2. Political direction may well however want to 

impose the continuation of an unsustainable set of 

policies. Like in the most classic Mundell Trilemma, 

the only option left would be then to set up some 

sort of capital controls. They would probably be in 

the form of maturity extension, forced roll-over or 

outright Fx debt restructuring. 

In both cases, these scenarios will affect Turkish 

economic activity (especially in context of both higher 

oil prices and US bond yields) and entail a large wave of 

corporate difficulties.  


